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Abstract—Neuroimaging modalities such as functional mag-
netic resonance imaging (fMRI) and electroencephalography
(EEG) provide information about neurological functions in com-
plementary spatiotemporal resolutions; therefore, fusion of these
modalities is expected to provide better understanding of brain
activity. In this paper, we jointly analyze fMRI and multi-channel
EEG signals collected during an auditory oddball task with the
goal of capturing brain activity patterns that differ between
patients with schizophrenia and healthy controls. Rather than
selecting a single electrode or matricizing the third-order tensor
that can be naturally used to represent multi-channel EEG
signals, we preserve the multi-way structure of EEG data and
use a coupled matrix and tensor factorization (CMTF) model to
jointly analyze fMRI and EEG signals. Our analysis reveals that
(i) joint analysis of EEG and fMRI using a CMTF model can
capture meaningful temporal and spatial signatures of patterns
that behave differently in patients and controls, and (ii) these
differences and the interpretability of the associated components
increase by including multiple electrodes from frontal, motor and
parietal areas, but not necessarily by including all electrodes in
the analysis.
I. INTRODUCTION
The complexity of the human brain often necessitates the
use of multiple neuroimaging techniques to better understand
neural activity. Neuroimaging methods such as EEG measure
the electrical activity associated with neuronal activity and
provide good temporal resolution. On the other hand, methods
like fMRI measure activity through changes in the blood
flow and provide better spatial resolution but worse temporal
resolution [1]. As a result of their complementary nature, the
fusion of signals from such neuroimaging methods holds much
promise for better understanding the brain function.
In addition to neuroscience, in many other fields such as
systems biology and recommender systems, data fusion is a
topic of great interest, and joint factorization of data sets from
multiple sources has proved to be a promising fusion approach
[2], [3]. Data sets are coupled through either “hard links” by
extracting the same factors from the common mode or “soft
links” where the connections are established through similarity
measures [3], [4]. If coupled data sets are in the form of
matrices, they are jointly analyzed using matrix factorization-
based fusion methods. In the case of coupled heterogeneous
data, i.e., data sets in the form of matrices and higher-order
tensors, coupled matrix and tensor factorization-based methods
can be used for fusion. CMTF-based approaches modeling
higher-order tensors with the appropriate tensor model can
capture the underlying patterns better than matrix factorization-
based fusion methods [2].
Coupled heterogeneous data sets often emerge in biomedi-
cal signal processing. For instance, EEG signals from multiple
subjects can be arranged as a third-order tensor with modes:
subjects, time samples and electrodes, and coupled with fMRI
data (Figure 1). Many studies have explored the multi-way
structure of EEG signals, e.g., some arranging signals from
a single subject as a third-order tensor with modes: time,
frequency and electrodes [5], while some represent signals
from several subjects as a third-order tensor as in Figure 1
[6]. One of the most popular tensor factorizations, i.e., the
CANDECOMP/PARAFAC (CP) model [7], [8], has proved
useful in capturing patterns associated with brain activity
in these studies. Nevertheless, the full multi-way structure
of EEG has not been taken into account in earlier fusion
studies, in particular, in joint analysis of EEG and fMRI data.
Either a single electrode has been selected [9] or the three-
way EEG data has been unfolded as a matrix [10]. Recently,
several studies have incorporated multi-way data from various
neuroimaging modalities, e.g., joint factorization of EEG and
magnetoencephalography (MEG) [11], EEG and electro-ocular
artifacts (EOG) [12], EEG and fMRI [13], [14], [15]. However,
in these studies all electrodes are taken into account in joint
analysis and it may not necessarily be better to analyze all
electrodes simultaneously, in particular, if the electrodes are
from different functional areas.
In this paper, we address the problem of joint analysis
of fMRI and multi-channel EEG signals (represented as in
Figure 1) to understand spatiotemporal differences in brain
activation between patients with schizophrenia and healthy
controls. Unlike EEG-fMRI studies [13], [14] analyzing multi-
channel EEG signals of a single subject coupled with fMRI
data in the spatial or temporal mode, we jointly analyze signals
from multiple subjects by coupling the data sets in the subjects
mode. Previously, EEG and fMRI data from multiple subjects
have been jointly analyzed using a CMTF model to extract
signatures of interictal epileptic networks [15]; however, the
full potential and limitations of CMTF-based approaches for
joint analysis of EEG and fMRI are not well understood.
Our contributions in this paper are as follows: (i) We use
subsets of electrodes from the frontal, motor and parietal
areas to construct third-order tensors, and model the tensors
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individually using a CP model and jointly with fMRI using
a structure-revealing CMTF model. (ii) We demonstrate that
models can capture physically meaningful patterns that can
differentiate between patients with schizophrenia and healthy
controls. We discuss the advantages of the CMTF-based model
and address the limitations due to modeling assumptions by
increasing the number of electrodes included in the study.
II. METHODOLOGY
In this section, we briefly describe the CP tensor factor-
ization model and the structure-revealing CMTF data fusion
model. Let the third-order tensor X ∈ RI×J×K with modes:
subjects, time samples, and electrodes, and matrix Y ∈ RI×M
(subjects by voxels) represent the EEG and fMRI data, respec-
tively. An R-component CP model expresses tensor X as a
sum of third-order rank-one tensors:
X ≈
R∑
r=1
ar ◦ br ◦ cr, (1)
where ◦ denotes the vector outer product, and A ∈ RI×R =
[a1 ...aR],B ∈ RJ×R = [b1 ...bR],C ∈ RK×R = [c1 ...cR]
correspond to factor matrices in the subjects, time samples
and electrodes mode, respectively. The model is unique up
to permutation and scaling under certain conditions [16]. If
columns of factor matrices are constrained to be unit norm, the
model can also be denoted as X ≈ Jλ;A,B,CK, where λ ∈
RR×1 corresponds to the weights of rank-one terms. As a result
of its uniqueness leading to easily interpretable models, CP is a
popular tensor factorization model. The underlying assumption
by using a CP model for multi-channel EEG analysis is that
each CP component models a certain brain activity pattern with
certain temporal and spatial signatures, and multi-channel EEG
signals from a single subject are a linear combination of those
brain activities weighted by subject-specific coefficients.
When X is coupled with matrix Y, e.g., in the first mode,
they can be jointly analyzed using a structure-revealing CMTF
model, which has shown promise in uniquely identifying the
underlying factors even in the presence of shared/unshared
factors in coupled data sets [17]. An R-component structure-
revealing CMTF model jointly factorizes coupled data sets by
minimizing the following objective function:
f(λ,Σ,A,B,C,V) = ‖X− Jλ;A,B,CK ‖2 + ‖Y −AΣVT ‖2
+ β ‖λ ‖1 + β ‖σ ‖1 ,
(2)
where the columns of factor matrices have unit norm, i.e.,
‖ar ‖ = ‖br ‖ = ‖ cr ‖ = ‖vr ‖ = 1 for r = 1, . . . , R.
λ ∈ RR×1 and σ ∈ RR×1 correspond to the weights of
rank-one terms in X and Y, respectively. Σ ∈ RR×R is a
diagonal matrix with entries of σ on the diagonal. V ∈ RM×R
corresponds to the factor matrix in the voxels mode. ‖ . ‖
denotes the Frobenius norm for matrices/higher-order tensors,
and the 2-norm for vectors. ‖ . ‖1 denotes the 1-norm of
a vector, i.e., ‖x ‖1 =
∑R
r=1 |xr|. β > 0 is a penalty
parameter. By imposing 1-norm penalties on the weights, (2)
sparsifies the weights so that unshared factors have weights
close to 0 in some data sets. Joint analysis of fMRI and EEG
data using a structure-revealing CMTF model relies on the
assumption that each component extracted from X models a
unique brain activity pattern with certain temporal and spatial
signatures. The corresponding component in Y (if it is a shared
component) models the same brain activity and shows higher
Fig. 1: A third-order tensor representing multi-channel EEG
signals, coupled with fMRI data in the form of a matrix.
spatial specificity. By extracting the same factor matrix A from
the subject mode, in other words, using the same subject-
specific coefficients to sum up the brain activity in both data
sets, it is also assumed that subject covariation in fMRI and
EEG are the same for shared components.
III. EXPERIMENTS
Our experiments focus on the joint analysis of fMRI and
EEG data by using different subsets of electrodes to form the
third-order tensors representing EEG signals. We analyze third-
order tensors both individually using a CP model and jointly
with fMRI data using a structure-revealing CMTF model.
A. Data
EEG and fMRI data are separately collected from 38 sub-
jects (22 healthy controls and 16 patients with schizophrenia)
during an auditory oddball task, where subjects press a button
when they detect an infrequent target sound within a series
of auditory stimuli. The experimental design is described in
detail in [9]. For the fMRI data, we compute task-related
spatial activity maps for each subject, calculated by the general
linear model-based regression approach using the statistical
parametric mapping (SPM) toolbox. These features form the
fMRI data. For each electrode (64 electrodes in total) of the
EEG data, we average small windows around the repeated
instance of the target tone across the instances, deriving event-
related potentials. For more details, see [18].
B. Experimental Setting
Three tensors are constructed to represent EEG data using
the following subsets of electrodes (i) Case 1: Cz, Pz, Fz, (ii)
Case 2: AF3, AF4, Fz, T7, C3, Cz, C4, T8, Pz, PO3, PO4, and
(iii) Case 3: 62 electrodes excluding VEOG and HEOG. Once
EEG signals are arranged as a 38 subjects × 451 time samples
× # of electrodes tensor, the tensor is centered across the time
mode and scaled within the subjects mode by dividing each
horizontal slice by its standard deviation. fMRI data in the
form of a 38 subjects by 60186 voxels matrix is preprocessed
by centering each row and scaling the rows by dividing them
with their standard deviations.
Each third-order tensor is modeled using a CP model
using CPOPT (OPTimization) [19]. For fusing each tensor
with fMRI data, we use ACMTF-OPT [17] from the CMTF
Toolbox for the structure-revealing CMTF model, also referred
to as ACMTF (Advanced CMTF). Both models are fit using a
nonlinear conjugate gradient algorithm. The penalty parameter
in ACMTF is set to β = 10−3. A number of random initial-
izations are used for each model and the results returning the
minimum function value are reported (making sure that models
are unique). For the CP model, we use R = 3 as the number
of components for modeling all three tensors. R > 3 results in
models with lower performance or degenerate models (see [16]
for degeneracy). For ACMTF, we use R = 10 components.
Even for R = 10, all components in EEG and fMRI are shared.
Since both data sets measure functional characteristics of the
brain, many shared components are expected.
Using an unpaired two-sample t-test on the columns of the
factor matrix in the subject mode, we assign a p-value to each
component to identify the significantly differentiating compo-
nents. We then assess the performance of CP and ACMTF
models by the interpretability of the significant components
and their relationship to results reported in the literature.
C. Results
CP models of the tensors constructed using different sub-
sets of electrodes all reveal significant components. Figure
2 illustrates the CP components for all cases in the time
mode. We see a close alignment of the extracted components
across the three cases, which also indicates the stability of the
decompositions. The first set of components (Component 1
for all three cases) capture the N2-P3 transition, second set
(Component 2), the N2 peak, and finally the last column,
the three components labeled as Component 3, capture the
slow P3 response. It is worth noting that the components
in Case 2 achieve the highest statistical significance values
of all three cases. More importantly, as we discuss next, by
fusing EEG with fMRI, we are able to link the change N2-P3
transition implicated in earlier studies [4], [18] to the default
mode network (DMN) activation in fMRI, another important
biomarker for patients with schizophrenia [20].
When the tensors are coupled with fMRI data, structure-
revealing CMTF models capture several shared components
with low p-values using 0.05 as the threshold. Figure 3
demonstrates the components with statistically significant p-
values that survive the Bonferroni correction in these models
(only in time and voxels modes). For Case 1, we notice that
we have a single component that shows DMN activation in
fMRI, a region previously noted as affected in patients with
schizophrenia during a similar auditory task [20], along with
the EEG component indicating significant activation at the N2-
P3 transition. For Case 2, the first component, whose EEG
component describes the P3 peak, has fMRI activation in
the superior parietal cortex, a region associated with logical
reasoning [21], and visual region of the brain. For the second
component, EEG corresponds to the N2-P3 transition and
fMRI again to the DMN, but this time identified more robustly
as indicated by the higher values for blue (increase in patients).
In Case 3, we notice similar EEG components to the ones ob-
served in Case 2, however the DMN is much less clear and we
note noisy activation in the ventricles, similar to the component
in Case 1. The N2-P3 transition component observed in the
three cases is similar to the first set of aligned components in
Figure 2, however now, we have tied the temporal activation
with physically meaningful spatial activation in the fMRI
component, namely the DMN region, thus facilitating much
greater understanding of the neural disruption in schizophrenia.
Note that, the significance of the components for Case 2 is
higher than the component for Case 1 and around that of the
(a)
(b)
(c)
Fig. 2: Statistically significant components for the CP models.
Columns of the factor matrix in the time mode are in red while green
plots show signals from individual electrodes averaged across all sub-
jects. The significance of components are: (a) Case 1 (3 electrodes):
5.2 × 10−4, 2.2 × 10−4, and 0.0098, (b) Case 2 (11 electrodes):
3.3× 10−5, 3.7× 10−5 and 6.6× 10−5, (c) Case 3 (62 electrodes):
7.7 × 10−4, 0.0011 and 2.4 × 10−4. Note that no correction for
multiple comparisons is performed, but all components would remain
significant even after the conservative Bonferroni correction.
components in Case 3. Thus, if interpretability and statistical
significance are used as the metrics of performance, the results
for Case 2 using only eleven electrodes for EEG along with
fMRI are the best.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have addressed the problem of jointly analyzing fMRI
and EEG data from patients with schizophrenia and healthy
controls, and demonstrated that CMTF-based fusion models
can capture meaningful temporal and spatial signatures of
patterns that can differentiate between patients and controls.
We note the gains in performance by letting the data from
two modalities, EEG and fMRI fully interact. Furthermore,
we have studied the effect of different subsets of electrodes
and observed that the performance improves with the addition
of electrodes from frontal, motor and parietal areas, but not
necessarily when all electrodes are included. We plan to further
study whether model order selection for the coupled model has
a significant effect in these results.
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